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Brand: Toku Product Code: MI3800PL

1" IND PISTOL IMPACT WRENCH EXT ANVIL
1" Square drive Industrial pistol grip impact wrench, made in Japan. This is a strong
durable product which has proven power and durability.

The single pinless hammer design is patented, it is more durable than other single
hammer designs and delivers a solid powerful blow making it ideal for assembly and
maintenance of trucks etc. The hammer by its design also generates less vibration.
Tool also comes with a 360 degree rotating silenced exhaust and a hanger point for
use with suspension systems (if required).

Featuring a 2 step throttle for precise control, the tool also has a 4 position speed
regulator, comfortable elastomer side handle and the solid easy to operate
forward/reverse lever can be easily changed when wearing protective gloves. 
The front case can be rotated to allow the side handle to be placed in different
positions - making it versatile in its gripping positions to suit your various applications.
The anvil comes with both ring and hole socket retaining system, further adding to the
flexibility of this tool.

This model has an extended anvil.

Attachments
MI3800PL Spare Parts List_TKI12

Specifications

Bolt Size 38 mm

Center Height 55 mm

Free Speed 4,700 rpm

Hose Size 1/2"

Net Weight 10.2 kg

Overall Length 425 mm

Square Drive 1"

Thread Size 1/2" Female

Torque -
Ultimate 2,034 Nm (1,500 ft/lbs)

Torque Range 495 - 1,472 Nm (365 - 1,085
ft/lbs)
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